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MAKING THE LEAP: CRÈMECO’S RUSSIAN EXPANSION 

 

LOOKING FOR GROWTH 

xhausted, Stefan Müller gazed out of his window and relished the view of Hamburg Harbor 

that he had grown to love during his years in this office. The never-ending hustle and bustle 

of the container terminal and the enormous quantities of goods being moved always reminded him of the 

interconnectedness of today’s world. But no matter how much he enjoyed this sight, he could never afford 

more than a short break from the work at hand. Stefan was putting the finishing touches on a summary of 

his recent trip to Moscow. He would be presenting his recommendations the next morning to his colleagues 

on the board of CrèmeCo. The shiny plaque on his door displayed Müller’s title, COO, at a family-owned 

manufacturer of high-quality cosmetic products.  

Even through recent years, while entire economies, businesses, and individuals had suffered the 

aftermath of the financial crisis, the CrèmeCo company had enjoyed comfortable organic growth—2011 had 

turned out to be the most successful year in the company’s history, and the one billion Euro revenue 

milestone was surpassed with the help of its over 3,000 dedicated employees, while earnings before interest 

and tax (EBIT) reached €89 mn (Exhibit 1). The global cosmetics market had been growing steadily for 

over a decade, and CrèmeCo gained market share and prospered. Although CrèmeCo was a small player in 

its segment (Exhibit 2), it competed well due to an efficient operations structure, a positive brand 

perception, and clients who associated the products with reliability and superior quality. CrèmeCo’s 

footprint was historically centered on the European Union, and in particular Western Europe, which was 

turning out to be the part of the world with the slowest market growth (Exhibit 3). Faced with this trend at 

E 
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the start of the millennium, Stefan and the rest of the management team decided to take a risk, launch an 

internationalization initiative, and enter the U.S. market.  

The market entry had gone smoothly and exceeded all expectations in. Encouraged by their success, 

CrèmeCo proceeded to set up a production site in the U.S.—the company’s supply chain had begun to 

diversify. Not only were they able to decrease the costs of goods sold because tariffs and transportation 

costs were cut, but this decision also trimmed several weeks off lead time. Furthermore, the production 

location helped to hedge against currency risks. The American consumer appreciated the “Made in U.S.A.” 

brand and sales took off.  

Setting up a new production site was not the only novelty for CrèmeCo. Until then, the company was 

used to operating its European distribution center by itself. Several decades of experience had accumulated 

an enormous amount of know-how, and management felt that this knowledge should be retained in-house, 

to keep costs transparent and predictable. Furthermore, negative press reports about poor working 

conditions and operational shortfalls deterred the board from outsourcing.  

In the early stages, the U.S. facility continued to be supplied by the central European distribution 

center. As a result, no in-house capacity or experience was available for the U.S. distribution operation. 

Since the management team had dedicated full capacity to the launch of the plant, no resources were 

available for non-core activities. These constraints led the company to approach local 3PL players, asking 

them to bid to run a distribution center. Of the four candidates, a medium-sized local firm submitted the 

most competitive offer, and CrèmeCo signed a 3-year contract with them. During the ramp-up of the 

distribution center (DC), the service provider faced several difficulties. It turned out that its plan had been 

too optimistic and underestimated the capacity required in order to keep the cost structure attractive during 

the tendering process. With significant effort from both sides, and a re-negotiation of the contract, the 
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logistics operations eventually stabilized. The revenues and capacities that the U.S. facility had added to the 

company’s global footprint had whet the company’s appetite for new markets.  

NEW HORIZONS  

CrèmeCo engaged an external consultancy to conduct a thorough investigation of worldwide market 

opportunities. The experts identified several alternative strategies and attention soon fell on the Russian 

beauty products market. This area had experienced steady growth, and was one of the fastest growing 

industry sectors in the country during the last decade.
1
 Industry specialists believed the market could grow 

by 7-8% in 2010, reach $12.3 billion in 2011, and $13.5 billion in 2012.
2
 In particular, the demand for high 

quality products had shown rapid growth for several years: foreign and local manufacturers had successfully 

created awareness of different skin and hair types and conveyed the advantages of using a full range of 

beauty products. The competition, however, was intense and local brands, which sold at comparatively low 

prices, were well-positioned to face down foreign products. Domestic manufacturers like Kalina, Nevskaya 

Kosmetika, Svoboda, and Faberilic which produced both mass-market and higher-end products, were close 

to reaching the quality standards of Western luxury products and controlled about 50% of the mass-market 

and middle market brands. In spite of these conditions, in contrast to some Asian markets where local 

brands and producers dominated (e.g., the market share of Japanese imports is only 11%), all major 

competitors were present in Russia, and local consumers appreciated the foreign brands which accounted for 

53% of the market volume. The individual spend on cosmetics was still lower in Russia than in Western 

markets (compared to average spend of €90.40 in Europe vs. €89.40 in the U.S.)
3
 reaching €56.00 on 

average. But compared to the average of €14.00 in other growing markets,
4
 and peaking at €121.40

5
 in the 

                                                 
1
 U.S. Commercial Service Hong Kong, 2012 

2
 ibid. 

3
 L’Oreal, 2012 

4
 ibid. 

5
 Cosmetics in Russia, 2012 
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target audience, this was an attractive prospect. These market characteristics, combined with the relative 

proximity—Stefan was glad to see that it would be feasible to move freight with trucks—made Russia the 

most promising next move on the company’s expansion path.  

The board knew that entering the market would not be easy. To get acquainted with the local 

preferences, CrèmeCo decided to test its products at the upcoming InterCHARM, Russia’s largest perfumery 

and cosmetics trade fair. In order to appeal to potential customers, they worked with a Russian partner to 

design their displays. CrèmeCo planned to exhibit samples at the fair, and to provide some live 

demonstrations. The products were scheduled to arrive one day before the doors were to open. Although 

their staff had more or less expected customs procedures in Russia to be different, they ended up 

dramatically underestimating the bureaucratic procedures in the country. Twelve documents had to be filed 

for import alone (compared to 11 for India; 8 for Brazil; 5 for China, Germany, witzerland, and US; 4 for 

UK and Mexico)
6
 and CrèmeCo’s distribution department in Hamburg struggled to collect the necessary 

information on time. Finally, they turned to a customs broker who was able to navigate the maze of 

regulations and help them comply. Another obstacle emerged when they unwittingly failed to import their 

goods to a bonded warehouse. The inbound truck was detained by Customs without anyone able to predict a 

date of release (Customs delays of two days are still common in Russia). The clock was ticking and the sales 

staff faced the threat of an empty display on the fair’s opening day. Showing grace under pressure, 

CrèmeCo’s representatives got creative and brought their samples in their suitcases, exploiting Russia’s free 

travel allowance of €1,500 per person. Looking back at these naïve beginnings, Stefan had to chuckle at 

their ingenuity. 

                                                 
6
 World Bank, 2012 
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GETTING STARTED 

In spite of the last-minute improvisation that allowed them to put the samples on the shelf, the 

exhibition proved to be a success. CrèmeCo planned entering the market in cooperation with local 

distributors and, indeed, several distributors showed interest in their high quality products. They had 

cautiously decided to postpone certification of their products and actual agreements until after confirming 

positive response at the fair. Nevertheless, the company signed letters of intent with two mid-sized domestic 

distributors. To avoid total dependency, they split their volumes between two distributors who served the 

most economically prosperous regions of the country: Moscow and St. Petersburg. After their nerve-

wracking experience with the Customs officials, they followed the advice of the customs broker and 

expanded his contract to complete the product certification process. Even though CrèmeCo traditionally 

produced products whose quality exceeded the standards set by European and U.S. agencies, they would 

have to start the Russian certification process from scratch. Undeterred, and with the broker’s support, they 

gathered the necessary test results, documents, and formal guidelines. The broker was also assigned the 

sensitive task of dealing with all the regulating agencies.  

While the product managers ploughed through the certification process, the company sought to open 

representative offices in a business center somewhere to ease marketing efforts. The search for suitable 

space dragged on for several months, so that finally, temporary offices were leased at above-market prices. 

Another challenge was to hire local staff experienced in the Russian market. With an unemployment rate of 

close to 1%
7
 it became clear that the Moscow job market was drained of qualified personnel. Contracting 

out their talent search to a headhunter and offering salaries above the peer group, they finally found a local 

manager whose qualifications matched their needs. Simultaneously, in cooperation with their distributors 

and a local advertising agency, CrèmeCo launched a brand awareness campaign, which includied 

                                                 
7
 cf. Interfax, 2011 
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advertising and promotions. Legal requirements dictated that the labels be customized to provide product 

information in Russian. This was done with an eye on keeping the brand image as intact and authentic as 

possible. The expenses were piling up and management initially made plans to finance their investments 

with loans from a local bank. When several inquiries resulted in offers with interest rates up to 18%, 

CrèmeCo reconsidered and eventually funded their expansion with cash flow.  

With the help of their broker, CrèmeCo succeeded in obtaining the licenses needed for the first 

product introduction within two months.
8
 The operationalization of the project could now begin. Looking 

back on the long journey now behind them, the entire team was excited to reap the first rewards of their hard 

work. Coordinating with the Moscow office, promotion packs were bundled and a first truckload shipped to 

Russia. The tubes and jars of lotion, and bottles of shampoo were bundled into groups of 6, 12, or 18 pieces 

and boxed into protective cardboard. The boxes were piled onto pallets and wrapped with shrink film. This 

had been standard handling procedure at CrèmeCo for years, and a successful way to work with their normal 

road freight provider who handled both FTL and LTL shipments across the European Union. What had 

pleased Stefan in his initial assessment had in fact been the option of trucking, which had proven itself as a 

cost- and time-efficient solution. Apart from occasional and rare incidents, the goods had routinely arrived 

without damage and in full. The damage and shrinkage rates during transportation across Western Europe 

typically added up to less than 1% of the total value of the goods.  

CrèmeCo’s usual providers did not, unfortunately, offer LTL or FTL services to Russia. An 

alternative supplier would have to be found. With the unpredictable volume of goods to be shipped, 

management decided to purchase the transport services on the spot market until they settled on the real 

volumes and routes.  

                                                 
8
 Note: In February 2010 the certification procedure for most general cosmetics products changed to the simplified 

Declaration of Conformity (Exhibit 4), which has to be registered by a certification organization, accredited by Federal 

Service of Standards and Metrology (Gosstandart). 
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The day finally came when CrèmeCo’s first Russian shipment was picked, left the ramp, and hit the 

road. Having learned from their mistake, the Customs documents had been carefully prepared, and since the 

Customs officers happened to be in a good mood, the truck arrived three days later at its Moscow 

destination. Sadly, when they opened the trailer, the distributor’s storekeeper and the driver were in for a 

shock: broken bottles and jars were scattered across the trailer, swimming in a film of lotion and shampoo. 

The wrapping of some of the pallets had split apart and the weight of the contents had crushed several of the 

cardboard boxes. The shipment was not entirely lost, but a good part of it had to be disposed of 

immediately, without ever having had the chance to tempt a consumer. Unwilling to lose heart, CrèmeCo’s 

distribution department took this setback as a chance to learn, and adapted their Western European 

procedures to the bumpy road conditions further East. They reinforced the pallets in their next shipments 

with additional layers of cardboard and corner protection. They also decided to stop stacking and switched 

instead to higher loaded pallets. The results remained, however, disappointing. Even with their adaptations, 

the damage rate of their Russian shipments never fell below 4%. 

In contrast to operations, sales were developing in a promising way, and CrèmeCo felt optimistic 

enough to tender for a framework agreement for the shipment of its goods. Just how fateful this was, only 

became apparent as the Russian winter approached. Since cosmetics are sensitive to low temperatures, they 

need to be shipped in temperature-controlled trailers during the winter. However, CrèmeCo was still 

negotiating its contract at the onset of winter and they were forced to purchase their transportation services 

on the spot market again. Not only did their cost structures skyrocket, CrèmeCo was confronted by a 

shortage of suitable services. On several occasions, they could not find a specialized carrier. Shipments were 

delayed and distributors demanded compensation. Once the framework agreement was finally signed, 

however, their distribution operations were able to return to normal, with reliable capacities guaranteed by 

contract. 
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However positively CrèmeCo’s business developed overall, Stefan Müller had to admit that their 

initially optimistic forecasts for the Russian market had been slow to materialize. But he was not going to 

give up. The total value of the Russian beauty products market had actually reached a new peak of 

approximately €8 billion in 2011, with a growth rate of 5.4%, in spite of the global economic crisis 

(compare Exhibit 3). Although the Russian cosmetics market was targeted by products manufactured 

domestically and internationally, CrèmeCo was working to occupy the high value cosmetics nice available 

only at select cosmetic retail stores. In collaboration with the distributors the company was slowly building 

a brand image among an affluent, young consumer group. This positive perception was both a blessing and 

a curse. On one hand, it was possible to command a juicy price premium, on top of the 15% import tariff, 

without detracting consumers. The projected market was therefore highly lucrative. On the other hand, the 

attractive product was prey to high demand from black and gray markets. The team could already see that 

the distribution network was leaking at several, ever-shifting points. Losses due to transportation exceeded 

5% and everybody suspected that not everything that was declared as scrap was being disposed as such. 

There were just too many handoffs in their network. 

TIME TO COMMIT? 

Throughout CrèmeCo’s expansion project into the country, Russia never stopped changing. 

President Vladimir Putin had called for a drastic improvement of Russia’s attractiveness for doing business, 

setting a goal to reach 20
th

 place by 2018, up from 120
th

 in 2012 in the World Bank rankings.
9
 The country’s 

accession to the World Trade Organization (WTO) was interpreted as a positive economic signal. Changes 

in the market structure and  continuously climbing demand for quality beauty and health care products was 

motivating distributors to shift from developing wholesale trade into specialized cosmetic retail chains. 

Some of them, such as L’Etoile or Ile de Beaute, were now present in all major Russian cities and growing 

                                                 
9
 The Moscow Times, 2012 
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rapidly to meet the demand for exclusive, luxury products.
10

 Other cosmetics manufacturers were 

restructuring their relationships, terminating contracts with regional distributors and focusing on direct sales 

to retailers (Exhibit 5). This had led to better quality control and pricing of goods throughout the country. 

Since CrèmeCo had entered the Russian market, business overall had developed above their expectations, 

and management agreed to evaluate whether the cooperation with the distributors should be discontinued in 

favor of a local, proprietary distribution center. To re-assess all the changes in the market and in the 

business environment in general, the company sent out a committee to evaluate the situation first hand.  

Stefan Müller had used his time in Russia to contact local and international logistics service 

providers (LSPs) to discuss the idea of a Russian distribution center. He realized that the big international 

providers—the ones he was most used to working with—could not offer countrywide coverage because they 

concentrated their operations in the major metropolitan areas of Moscow and St. Petersburg. The local 

firms, however, promised to deliver across the whole country, up to Vladivostok, in return for commitments 

of at least 5 years. Stefan’s team almost fainted when they heard that lead times by train were two weeks, 

with costly air-freight being the only alternative to waiting. If they were unlucky, train transportation could 

take even longer than two weeks, since national capacities were constrained, investment minimal, and 

agricultural goods prioritized by law. To make things worse, they learned that before something like 

shampoo is loaded onto a train, the major players in aluminum, steel, and coal industries get on first. 

Probing deeper into warehousing space prices, Müller initially refused to believe that leasing rates for 

quality warehousing space had increased by about 30% in 2012, reaching prices of €100.00 per square meter 

per year in the Moscow area. They hovered around €80.00 per square meter per year in the outlying regions, 

which was four to five times as high as costs in Germany, and among the highest worldwide.
11

 Stefan’s 

                                                 
10

 U.S. Commercial Service Hong Kong, 2012 
11

 Automotive Supply Chain, 2012 
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subsequent meetings with employment agencies confirmed that he could expect to face the talent shortage 

for some time.  

With all this in mind, Stefan Müller had to decide whether his team could manage the Russian 

distribution on its own or not. He also had to prepare for the discussion with his board on whether to 

concentrate or disperse CrèmeCo’s distribution network in Russia. As he worked on his slides, the 

floodlights on the container terminal on the opposite side of the Elbe turned the night into day. The 

gargantuan cranes continued transporting containers back and forth, a chaotic scene at first glance… 
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EXHIBITS 

EXHIBIT 1: CRÈMECO – KEY FIGURES  

Year Revenue 

[€ thsd] 

EBIT 

[€ thsd] 

Employees 

2011 1,047,779 89,789 3,056 

2010 858,261 73,958 2,830 

2009 702,377 50,613 2,549 

2008 578,120 47,610 2,256 

2007 504,890 41,326 2,032 

 

 

EXHIBIT 2: MARKET VOLUME OF MAJOR COMPETITORS 2011 

 

Others €69.2 bn

Chanel

€3.8 bn

Johnson & Johnson

€4.2 bn

Beiersdorf

€4.4 bn

Kao Corp.

€4.6 bn

Avon Products

€5.8 bn Shiseido

€5.4 bn
Estée Lauder

€6.8 bn

Unilever€14.0 bn

Procter & Gamble

€14.4 bn

L’Oreal

€20.3 bn

Source: WWD 2012
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EXHIBIT 3: WORLDWIDE COSMETICS MARKET – LARGEST NATIONAL MARKETS 2011 

 

EXHIBIT 4: RUSSIA – KEY FIGURES 

 

  

Country Total
Growth 

Contribution

Growth 

Rate

USA € 27 bn 17.6% € 1.12 bn 16.5% 4.1%

Europe 5* € 27 bn 17.6% € 0.27 bn 4.0% 1.0%

Japan € 19 bn 12.4% € -0.72 bn -10.7% -3.7%

Next 15** € 12 bn 7.8% € 0.84 bn 12.4% 7.0%

Brazil € 11 bn 7.6% € 1.10 bn 16.2% 9.3%

China € 10bn 6.8% € 1.18 bn 17.4% 11.2%

Russia € 8 bn 5.4% € 0.45 bn 6.7% 5.4%

Mexico € 2 bn 1.7% € 0.18 bn 2.7% 6.7%

India € 2 bn 1.3% € 0.39 bn 5.8% 18.7%

Rest € 35 bn 22.9% € 1.64 bn 25.4% 4.7%

Total € 153 bn 100% € 6.45 bn 100% 4.4%

* Europe 5 = France, Germany, United Kingdom, Italy and Spain 

** Next 15 = Argentina, South Africa, Colombia, Thailand, Indonesia, Ukraine, Poland, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Nigeria, Philippines, Vietnam, Pakistan, Kazakhstan, Turkey

Source: L’Oreal 2012; REED-SK 2012

Per Capita Cosmetics Consumption 2011

Western Europe €90.40

North America €89.40

Russia €55.98

New Markets €14.00

Northwestern Federal District

Central Federal 

District

Far Eastern Federal District

Siberian Federal District

Urals Federal District

Volga Federal District

Southern Federal 

District

MOSCOW

St. Petersburg

Novosibirsk

Yekaterinburg

Nizhniy Novgorod

Samara

Omsk

Kazan

Chelyabinsk
Rostov-on-Don

North Caucasian

Federal District

500 1000 km0
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Federal Districts Population GDP per Capita 

[€] 

GDP  

[€ bn] 

Central Federal District 38,427,539 27% 8,605 331 36% 

Volga Federal District 29,889,699 21% 4,674 140 15% 

Siberian Federal District 19,256,426 13% 5,252 101 11% 

Southern Federal District 13,854,334 10% 4,093 57 6% 

Northwestern Federal District 13,616,057 10% 7,090 97 10% 

Urals Federal District 12,080,526 8% 10,405 126 14% 

North Caucasian Federal District 9,428,826 7% 2,335 22 2% 

Far Eastern Federal District 6,293,129 4% 8,264 52 6% 

Total 142,846,536 100% 6,471 924 100% 

 

Major Cities Population GDP per Capita  

[€] 

 GDP  

[€ bn] 

Moscow 11,503,501 8% 18,121  208 23% 

St. Petersburg 4,879,566 3% 8,502  41 4% 

Novosibirsk* 1,473,754 1% 4,473  7 1% 

Yekaterinburg* 1,349,772 1% 5,939  8 1% 

Nizhniy Novgorod* 1,250,619 1% 4,945  6 1% 

Samara* 1,164,685 1% 5,323  6 1% 

Omsk* 1,154,116 1% 4,634  5 1% 

Kazan* 1,143,535 1% 6,560  8 1% 

Chelyabinsk* 1,130,132 1% 4,590  5 1% 

Rostov-on-Don* 1,089,261 1% 3,651  4 1% 

Total 26,138,941 18% 11,465 ** 298 32% 

* including corresponding Oblast 

** weighted average  

Source: Goskomstat 2012 
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EXHIBIT 4: CERTIFICATION PROCEDURE FOR GENERAL COSMETICS IN RUSSIA 

 

Necessary Documents 
Sanitary Certificate Declaration of Conformity 

1. Toxicological tests. 

2. Clinical tests. 

3. Physical & chemical tests. 

4. Microbiological tests. 

1. Documents by appropriate authorities in the country 

of manufacture confirming the safety of the products 

for human beings: Free Sale Certificate, safety 

certificate, ISO certificate, registration certificate or 

others. 

 2. Copies of protocols of tests.  

 3. Samples for analysis if necessary.  

 4. Information on ingredients.  

 5. Copy of commercial contract for the products 

imported to Russia.  

 6. Notarized copy of company’s registration in the 

Russian Federation. 

Sanitary Certificate at the 
Federal Service of Welfare 

of Population 
(Rospotrebnadzor)

Declaration of 
Conformity

Confirmation from the 
Federal Service for 

Supervision over Consumer 
Rights Protection and 

Human Welfare that the 
product does not contain 

alcohol

Approval of Information 
on the products’ label by 

the authorities. 
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EXHIBIT 5: DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS FOR COSMETICS IN RUSSIA 

  

5%

10%

10%

30%

Cosmetics retail chains

25%

Department stores

20%

Direct sales

Pharmacies

Outdoor markets

Internet-sales, concept stores

Source: L’Agence de Lux quoted by Source: U.S. Commercial Service Hong Kong 2012
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ASSIGNMENTS 

1. Summarize the key challenges CrèmeCo faced when entering the Russian market. 

2. Which regions should CrèmeCo target and what are the consequences for its distribution network 

design? Support your recommendation and make your reasoning explicit. Specify gaps in the 

information provided and identify topics for further investigation. 

3. When designing the distribution network, which of the following options would you recommend: 

 Maintain the status quo 

 Operate with proprietary resources 

 Partner with a local Logistics Service Provider (LSP) 

 Partner with an internationally renowned LSP 

What factors should CrèmeCo consider when making its choice? 

4. Provide an executive summary (no more than one page), with recommendations for successful 

market expansion to the board of CrèmeCo.  
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